We offer made-to-spec products; so, if you require a meter, monitoring relay, temperature controller, timer to fit your needs, contact us.
The items you see pictured here is just a small sampling of what we’ve developed for OEM’s manufacturing machines of all types. Some had been using products which weren’t living up to expectation while others required something more compact without sacrificing functionality.
Send us your requirements and we’ll be happy to quote you without obligation.

ZTC-03
Several operations, universal input and business card size was exactly what this client required to give him the edge over his competitors.
We can do it for you, too.

Meters with inputs used only on Mars and your factory?

We can even incorporate special electronics.

Some products work most of the time; but, our products have a failure rate that is less than a tenth of one percent.
Eliminate warranty claims - let us build your controllers.

contact us